INNOVATION DIALOGUE

ENERGIZE, COMMERCIALIZE, INTERNATIONALIZE

CONCEPT

To create an international meeting place for innovation support and research commercialization experts around a technology theme – energy in 2017 – so that they can discuss, share and learn about hot topics and trends in bringing innovation and technological discovery to market. The 2-day programme consists of a variety of “mini sessions” offering different kinds of content, format and purpose, some of which in parallel.

Participants are also free to attend any of the events being held during the earlier part of the Vaasa Energy Week.

CONTENT

23 March

Morning

- Regional scene-setting case of innovation excellence with focus on digitalization & venture capital
- 2 dialogue sessions on commercialization and internationalization topics, led by international experts

Afternoon

- Energy Match business meetings, in collaboration with EEN
- Research commercialization training workshop (in parallel)

Evening

- Networking with start-ups and investors at Energy Spin Forum, followed by beer tasting and dinner at Bock’s Brewery

24 March

Morning

- Site visit to world’s largest biomass plant
- Presentation of TII Commercialization Hub (including TII business meeting)

Afternoon

- Regional foresight: Future of Vaasa - Vision 2050

Rates:
€300 for TII members
€350 for others

More info & registration at www.tii.org

THE BARN
Our venue offering flexible seating and sofa corners.

23-24 MARCH 2017

VAASA FINLAND

"We look forward to welcoming you to our new-style annual meeting of research commercialization experts."

Bruno Woeran, TII President